Helping people
save with
privacy and
transparency

From the onboarding flow of an app to the layout of a
school cafeteria, and from the courtroom to the
emergency room waiting area, the world is governed
by ‘choice architects’
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Choice architects guide users
through privacy decisions.
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since neither perfect privacy nor perfect
transparency are achievable or even desirable. what
is the right level of privacy?

INHERENT TRADEOFFS
Sometimes we want more privacy, and
sometimes we want more transparency.

transparency

privacy

Imagine a pregnant woman is looking for a new job. She
understands it is illegal for employers to base their hiring
decisions on gender or pregnancy status, but she also realizes
that this kind of discrimination is sadly commonplace.

JOB APPLICANT

The Boss

Greater transparency could
favor the employer.
But privacy is more likely to
favor the job applicant.

Privacy: Benefits
and Costs
Most American adults believe government should not be
monitoring the communications of U.S. citizens.
(Pew Research Center)

74%
26%
74% of survey respondents want to
control their personal information.
However, complete privacy would also
allow individuals to avoid responsibility
and accountability for their actions, like
not paying taxes.

Transparency: Benefits
and Costs

On the other hand,
transparency can
encourage some
positive behaviors.
A visible donor is likely
to be rewarded with
appreciation and
admiration.

Transparent activities
make people more likely
to perform positive
behaviors to earn praise.

TRANSPARENCY ALSO
INTRODUCES COMPETITION
Greater transparency and less
privacy also enables people to
compete. Your neighbors used to be
able to see that you were saving
money successfully, because you
saved through accumulating
livestock.

However, now that our money is mostly virtual, we
know less about what others are saving. But we
CAN still compete on spending — and do we ever!

The Costs of
Transparency
The competitive spending that transparency allows often
leads to unhappiness and even bankruptcy.

Encourage
Salient Saving
Want to encourage a behavior? Make it transparent.

When our behaviors are public, we
are more likely to compete on
them and see others engaging in
that behavior, which makes us
more likely to join in.

Jack

if we see others putting aside money
for retirement, we’ll be more likely to
save too!

Mark

choice architects can encourage
behaviors by controlling privacy
choices. To encourage savings,
make the behavior more
transparent.

Choice architect

Discourage Conspicuous
Consumption
Want to discourage a
behavior? Make it private.
When our behaviors are private,
we are less likely to compete on
them or see others engaging in
that behavior.

for example, if we don’t know how much our neighbors are
spending on luxury goods or vacation, we’ll feel less pressure
to spend more to keep up with them. That means less
unnecessary spending, and more money in your pocket!
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